
MAXIMIZE YOUR LC 
WORKFLOW EFFICIENCY

With so many options to choose from, it can be challenging to identify the right products for your  
LC application. The InfinityLab family is an optimized portfolio of LC instruments, columns, and supplies 
designed to work together seamlessly for maximum efficiency and performance—regardless of 
application area. 

From routine analysis to cutting-edge research, InfinityLab gives you 
the ability to:

• Maximize performance and efficiency of your LC workflows with 
the latest innovations

• Reduce costs with more efficient lab operations

• Easily identify the columns and supplies that work best with your 
Agilent InfinityLab LC Series instruments

Together with Agilent OpenLAB software and Agilent CrossLab 
Services, Agilent InfinityLab provides the end-to-end solutions and 
support you need to ensure the best outcomes—and make every 
day more productive.

Agilent InfinityLab Family

Look for Agilent InfinityLab badge to quickly identify products 
that are a part of the Agilent InfinityLab family.
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See how efficient your lab can be. Visit: 
www.agilent.com/chem/infinitylab

The Agilent InfinityLab family is designed to work with:

InfinityLab LC instruments 
Efficient LC solutions for any application and budget

From routine analysis to cutting-edge research, the Agilent InfinityLab LC Series, including 
the 1220, 1260 and 1290 Infinity II LCs, provides the broadest portfolio of LC systems to 
suit your application and budget. 

What’s more, you get 100% compatibility with all your conventional methods, ensuring  
non-disruptive replacement of current instruments.

InfinityLab LC columns 
Efficiency and confidence in your results

Maximize system performance and efficiency with InfinityLab LC columns. InfinityLab 
Poroshell columns with Column ID fit perfectly with your InfinityLab LC Series instruments—
providing additional levels of confidence while delivering consistent, top-quality data.

InfinityLab LC supplies 
The results you expect, time after time

Improve your analytical efficiency with Agilent InfinityLab supplies. InfinityLab Capillary  
and Convenience Kits contain the essentials you need for optimal laboratory operations  
and consistent results, while ‘smart’ LC supplies with RFID provide valuable information  
for greater workflow efficiency. Ergonomically designed solvent bottles used together  
with A-Line Stay Safe caps provide an additional level of environmental comfort in your 
day-to-day lab activities.

THE AGILENT INFINITYLAB FAMILY

Agilent CrossLab services help you seamlessly 
transition to new instruments and software. 
Comprehensive educational courses and 
maintenance services help increase uptime and 
protect your instrument investment. 

Eliminate productivity pitfalls—and increase 
performance and connection across multiple 
systems—with our full suite of OpenLab software. 
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